
Five Villages Community Garden
Re: Ozyhomes Manyana Beach Estate
10th July 2021

To the NSW Environment Minister and member for Farrer The Honourable Sussan Ley,

This is a submission that represents the voice of 146 members of our community.

As one of three formally structured organisations with membership in the Five Villages of: Manyana, 
Bendalong, North Bendalong, Cunjurong Point and Lake Berringer, we write this letter. We, the 
executive committee of Five Villages Community Garden Association (FVCG) Incorporated speak for our 
146 members from a community of 550. 

As an organisation dedicated to building community we understand the need for adaptive use of land. 
We also understand that public and private space is required for the future needs of our community. 
We know that in order to have a community that grows and thrives we must interact with nature and 
sometimes appropriately claim space from it in order to adapt bush land to create human habitats. 

But not like this. 

Not in the wake of the most catastrophic bushfires this area and the entire nation has ever experienced. 
Certainly not during a period of cultural, social and environmental unrest and uncertainty caused by the 
global COVID-19 pandemic. 

People of our community are shaken and need their leaders to stand up and represent them. 
Our leaders have a choice to either; represent the community, or to support a powerful few with 
commercial intentions that appear to put blinders on common decency and proper consultation. 

The FVCG Executive Committee, speaking for our members, fundamentally object to any 
clearing or building activity and urge you to reconsider the business case for the Ozyhomes 
Manyana Beach Estate that will cause irrevocable damage to the fragile parcel of EEC habitat it 
plans to destroy. 

We object on the grounds of a lack of ecological research into the existence of vulnerable flora species 
on the proposed site such as the critically endangered Green Pot-bellied orchid (Pterostylis ventricosa) 
and Scrub Turpentine (Rhodamnia rubescens). Particularly, the lack of supporting literature review of 
pre-2019/2020 bushfire site analysis for vulnerable and endangered species on and around the site.

We object on the grounds that research into the social, cultural or mental health impact to the existing 
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community, carried out for EcoPlanning PTY LTD by PPM Consulting, is in our opinion inadequate. PPM 
Consulting do not appear to have appointed anyone with psychological or humanities-based training to 
contribute to this research. The consulting team for the socio-economic profile of the MBE project from 
PPM comprised of 7 people all of which are qualified in the Sciences only. Furthermore and alarmingly, 
PPM is a company heavily involved supporting mineral and resource extraction. Given the nature and 
potential social impact of this development the selection of PPM as consultants by EcoPlanning is 
considered inappropriate and puts into question the integrity of EcoPlanning as a provider of accurate 
and sufficiently skilled advice overall.

We object on the grounds that the ecological report for the site clearly states that the already 
traumatised community will be likely defenseless against the destruction of “retained listed threatened 
species habitat arising from adjacent suburban activities, including but not necessarily limited to noise 
and light disturbance, roadkill, trampling, littering, weed invasion, predation by pets, altered fire regime 
and altered hydrology (in terms of quality and quantity)”.

We offer the following list of recommendations be considered prior to any decisions being made 
in relation to any clearing or construction at the Manyana Beach Estate site:
• A proper, independent and peer reviewed social impact survey be conducted by an organisation 

with staff qualified in relevant fields of social research and analysis (not mining site assessment). 
• A second and independent ecological survey and literature review be conducted to ensure that the 

prevalence of vulnerable and endangered flora and fauna species within 20km of the project site be 
prior to the 2019/2020 bushfires are considered in findings..

• An anonymised community survey of support status for the Manyana Beach Estate inclusive of all 
permanent residents of the Manyana area in order to ascertain the true community sentiment of the 
proposed development. 

We understand that the community at large does not want or need further development. In additon, we 
have observed, heard and stand to represent our community in their active and direct opposition to the 
Ozyhomes Manyana Beach Estate.

We acknowledge the State government’s role in representing the best interest of the people it serves 
and we are confident in your ability to indeed be ‘honourable’ in regard to your power to influence 
development decisions and actions in the interest of the people you represent.
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We acknowledge the need for housing and employment opportunities in the local area associated with 
housing development but urge the Minister to consider the real demand for housing for the permanent 
local community, not the transient affluent few.

We urge you, the Honourable Sussan Ley, to consider the potential usage scenario of new housing in 
our area should it be built. Would it be for the benefit of the local community? Would it assist in creating 
genuinely entry-level opportunities for first home buyers in the local area? 

This development as proposed will lead to a collection of under-utilised, under-designed, 
environmentally ill-considered display homes used for investment and the occasional summer jaunt 
“down the coast” while permanent rentals and affordable homes continue to slip the grasp of the local 
community. 

We are confident in your ability to see the ubiquitous dislike and glaring objection to the proposed 
development and act accordingly.

Sincerely, 

The Executive Committee of Five Villages Community Garden Association Incorporated.

Dennis Buttigieg (Cert. Horticulture)
FVCG President

James Woodriff (Dip. Permaculture / Ba. VisComm) 
Secretary & Public Officer


